"Zen is not a religion but a Way of Living"

ZenLife Challenge
Toolkit for change
The purpose of Zen and Zen meditation is the investigation and clarification of the
self (koji kyūmei
), it is a journey based on personal experience. Although
there are countless books about the philosophy of Zen, Zen also offers practical and
pointed tools in the form of Zen Sayings (zengō
) that will help you along on your
path.
The ZenLife Challenge introduces you to these tools, and in applying them in your
everyday life, you will have a unique approach to find out by yourself how Zen
wisdom can be practically used to change your life and get closer to finding your true
Self.
The Challenge begins with a written Introduction sent to you via email and offers a
direct Zoom talk (max. 30 minutes) to get you started and answer any of your
questions.
For the following seven days you will each day get an email consisting of four parts:

己事究明

禅話

- Today’s Zen Saying
to help you get out of your habitual thinking patterns and find a different way of
looking at yourself and your life.
- Today’s Mindfulness Task
relating to the Zen Saying to practice on each day.
- Today’s Creative Challenge
which is not just for relaxation, because in being creative we are fully in the
present moment, free of self and other, past and future. Creativity is an expression of
our original self that we want to awaken through our various practices.
- Hints on Meditation
Meditation builds up the strength (zenjōriki
) that supports you, gives you
insight into your true nature, and builds trust and courage to follow our intuition.

禅定力

After seven days you will get one more mail to wrap up the Challenge
The unique part of the ZenLife Challenge is that at the end you will have
hints and tools that you can use for the rest of your life.
In addition, after finishing you will have the opportunity to directly talk to
the creator of the ZenLife Challenge, Eshin Dorothee Takatsu, a native of
Germany, living in Japan since 1982. She became ordained in the Rinzai
tradition and received training under Yamakawa Sōgen Rōshi in Shōgenji
monastery (Gifu prefecture) for five years while attending the six yearly
intensive meditation sessions (sesshin
).

接心

This ZenLife Challenge has grown from that experience and years of
Zen Retreats as practiced in Horakuan/Tekisui Dōjo, a Zen Retreat
Center, surrounded by beautiful nature in the mountains of Nagano. The
quiet and stillness supports deep spiritual practice in various retreats that
are offered for small groups (See: horakuan.net (in English); or:
tekisuidojo.net (in Japanese).
For deeper practice and immersion into Zen, please visit the Zen Retreat
Center.

Price of the ZenLife Challenge including a Skype talk:
15.000 Yen (about 150 US Dollars)

To apply for the Challenge,
please contact Eshin Dorothee Takatsu at:
horakuan@gmail.com

Welcome to ZenLife Challenge
Let’s live the Wisdom of Zen!

